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a b s t r a c t
The main goal of this study is to design a method to describe the structure of forest stands from Very High
Resolution satellite imagery, relying on some typical variables such as crown diameter, tree height, trunk
diameter, tree density and tree spacing. The emphasis is placed on the automatization of the process of
identiﬁcation of the most relevant image features for the forest structure retrieval task, exploiting both
spectral and spatial information. Our approach is based on linear regressions between the forest structure
variables to be estimated and various spectral and Haralick’s texture features. The main drawback of this
well-known texture representation is the underlying parameters which are extremely difﬁcult to set due
to the spatial complexity of the forest structure.
To tackle this major issue, an automated feature selection process is proposed which is based on statistical modeling, exploring a wide range of parameter values. It provides texture measures of diverse
spatial parameters hence implicitly inducing a multi-scale texture analysis. A new feature selection technique, we called Random PRiF, is proposed. It relies on random sampling in feature space, carefully
addresses the multicollinearity issue in multiple-linear regression while ensuring accurate prediction
of forest variables. Our automated forest variable estimation scheme was tested on Quickbird and Pléiades panchromatic and multispectral images, acquired at different periods on the maritime pine stands
of two sites in South-Western France. It outperforms two well-established variable subset selection techniques. It has been successfully applied to identify the best texture features in modeling the ﬁve considered forest structure variables. The RMSE of all predicted forest variables is improved by combining
multispectral and panchromatic texture features, with various parameterizations, highlighting the potential of a multi-resolution approach for retrieving forest structure variables from VHR satellite images.
Thus an average prediction error of 1.1 m is expected on crown diameter, 0.9 m on tree spacing,
3 m on height and 0.06 m on diameter at breast height.
Ó 2014 International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS). Published by Elsevier
B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Many studies have focused on estimating forest parameters
from optical remote sensing data since the early years of satellite
imagery. The methods consist usually in extracting one or several
predictive variables for estimating tree or stand level variables that
are useful for forest resources inventory and management such as
tree height, stem diameter, density, basal area, stem volume or biomass (Kayitakire et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2010; Proisy et al., 2007;
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Ozdemir and Karnieli, 2011; Song et al., 2010; Beguet et al., 2012).
These studies are generally based on linear single regression modeling and only few multiple regression modeling. The accuracy in
retrieving forest stand variables depends on the image spatial resolution. Hyyppa et al. (2000) observed that medium or high resolution multispectral satellite imagery such as SPOT-4 (20 m
resolution) or Landsat TM (30 m resolution) leads to a lower correlation performance, in comparison with sub-metric aerial photography. Using 5 m and 10 m SPOT-5 images, Wunderle et al. (2007),
Wolter et al. (2009), Castillo et al. (2010) retrieved some forest
stand attributes (such as crown diameter), exploiting image texture, with a good accuracy.
Over the last decade, a growing number of Very High Resolution
(VHR) multispectral satellite images from various sensors has
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become available such as Pléiades, Quickbird, Geoeye, WorldView
or Ikonos which provide sub-metric spatial resolution (0.5–1 m
in panchromatic band, 2–4 m in multispectral bands).
VHR imagery provides a meaningful textural information. Various texture representations were proposed in literature and
applied to the remote sensing data for a wide range of applications
such as urban mapping (Soe and Tyler, 2004; Dell’Acqua and
Gamba, 2003; Paciﬁci et al., 2009), image segmentation (TriasSanz et al., 2008; Gaetano et al., 2009) or vegetation structure mapping and habitat use (Wood et al., 2012; Tuttle et al., 2006).
Some recent studies (Kayitakire et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2010;
Proisy et al., 2007; Ozdemir and Karnieli, 2011; Song et al., 2010;
Beguet et al., 2012; Beguet et al., 2013; Gomez et al., 2012;
Tuominen and Pekkarinen, 2005) have shown the potential of
VHR imagery for forest inventory applications thanks to the strong
relationship between forest spatial structure and image texture at
stand level. Texture analysis of VHR satellite images generally
applied to forest inventory can be divided into three main
approaches (Maillard, 2003): wavelet or Fourier-based, variogram-based, and GLCM-based (Grey level Co-occurrence matrix)
methods. Couteron et al. (2005), Proisy et al. (2007), Barbier et al.
(2010) used a 2D Fourier periodogram to model canopy texture.
Ruiz et al. (2004), Regniers et al. (2013), Van Coillie et al. (2007)
used wavelets for forest structure analysis. A variogram is useful
to explore the relationship between image texture and forest structure (Guyon and Riom, 1996; St-Onge and Cavayas, 1997; Franklin
et al., 2001; Wulder et al., 1998; Song et al., 2010). Its main drawback is the requirement of a good non-linear model to ﬁt the
observed variogram before extracting texture indicators such as
sill, range and nugget. The second order statistics derived from
Grey Level Coocurrence Matrix (GLCM) as deﬁned by Haralick
et al. (1973) are the most used texture features in forestry remote
sensing literature (Franklin et al., 2001; Chehata et al., 2011;
Boukir et al., 2013) and provide good performances for estimating
forest parameters (Kayitakire et al., 2006; Wunderle et al., 2007;
Wolter et al., 2009; Castillo et al., 2010; Ozdemir and Karnieli,
2011; Beguet et al., 2012). Generally, these parameters are set to
ﬁxed and hence unoptimal values. To tackle this major issue, an
automated feature selection process that explores a wide range
of texture parameter values is a worthwhile solution to investigate
which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been proposed yet in
literature. This automated spatial parameter tuning has an appealing property : it provides texture measures of diverse spatial
parameters hence implicitly inducing a multi-scale texture analysis. It is well known that texture analysis is generally more relevant
in a multi-scale context (Gonzales and Woods, 2008).
Moreover the existing studies generally involve only one spatial
resolution, considering exclusively panchromatic or multispectral
data. To our knowledge, only Wolter et al. (2009) have combined
texture features from both kinds of data with different spatial resolutions, but via variograms and not GLCM.
Besides, the impact of image acquisition conditions on the forest structure retrieval from texture information is a critical issue.
In fact, both view and sun angles inﬂuence the image texture,
due to the interaction of radiation with vegetation structure. They
particularly determine the length and the orientation of the shadows of crowns cast on ground, the fraction of sunny or shadowed
crowns, and also the apparent radius or length of crown viewed
by the sensor. Barbier et al. (2010) showed that the bidirectional
variation in texture is to be accounted for when using a number
of images with various angle conﬁgurations. In addition, image
texture can signiﬁcantly vary across the seasons due to phenological changes in vegetation structure, thus indicating that care is to
be taken when measuring texture at different phenological stages
(Culbert, 2009).
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In this paper, we aim to fully exploit the potential of texture features extracted from VHR satellite images using a GLCM-based
approach for estimating some typical forest stand variables, with
a particular emphasis on automated parameter tuning, one of the
major issues in texture analysis. The study focuses on the retrieval
of the following forest structure variables: crown diameter, tree
height and tree density or spacing which lead a spatial resolution-dependent image texture. The stem diameter at breast height
is also considered, since it is easily measured on the ﬁeld and it
indirectly contributes to image texture via its correlation with
the crown structure variables such as crown diameter. The top-tree
height also contributes to image texture since it impacts on the
length of crown shadows according to the solar elevation or the
apparent crown length viewed by the sensor according to the view
zenith angle.
The main objective of our work is to design and test an automated process for the selection of GLCM texture features and their
optimal parameterization that is able to predict the forest variables
with a satisfactory accuracy regardless of the season or the angle
conﬁguration of the remote sensing data. To achieve optimal
results, numerous combinations of panchromatic and/or multispectral features were tested through multi-variable linear regressions involving ﬁeld-measured forest variables. As collinearity is a
very perturbing problem in multi-linear regression, this issue is
carefully addressed through an innovative variable subset selection algorithm we called Random PRiF. A comparative analysis is
carried out with other well-established variable subset selection
techniques used in multi-variable regression, a classic dimensionality reduction: PCA (Principal Component Analysis) (Manly, 1994)
and a recent one that is more adapted to prediction: LARS (Least
Angle Regression) stepwise.
The developed automated forest variable retrieval scheme was
assessed on stands of maritime pine (Pinus pinaster Ait.) of the forest of ‘‘Landes de Gascogne’’ in south-western France. An accurate
estimation of the forest variables is aimed. Indeed, covering about
one million hectares (75% of the total area of the region), these
maritime pine stands are economically important at regional and
national levels and thus an accurate inventory of wood resource
is required. Two sites covering a large part of the structure diversity of this forest were considered, using VHR Quickbird and Pléiades images.

2. Material
2.1. Study sites
Both study sites are located in south-western France within the
largest European maritime pine (Pinus pinaster Ait.) forest (Fig. 1),
so-called the forest of Landes de Gascogne, which covers approximately one million hectares in a nearly ﬂat area except for the
coastal dunes. This forest consists of maritime pine even-aged
stands which are intensively managed. The pine trees are planted
in rows usually 4 m apart. The regeneration techniques have changed in recent years. Now the trees are generally regularly planted
along the rows with a low density (1000 trees/ha, i.e. withinrow spacing 2.5 m). Previously, the trees were always sowed with
a higher density in the row (5000 trees/ha, i.e. within-row spacing 0.5 m). The trees are periodically thinned after clearing the
understory vegetation. The clear-cutting occurs mostly when the
pine trees are 50 years old.
The Nezer site, whose area is around 60 km2, is managed quite
uniformly since it covers only two large tree farms. The stand size
is large, the mean area is approximately 12 ha with a maximum of
50 ha. The stands are mostly rectangular and often circled by ﬁre
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Fig. 1. Location of Nezer and Tagon study sites.

lanes or roads. The pine trees rows are oriented West–East in most
of stands.
The Tagon site, which covers about 80 km2, is more complex
and more heterogeneous than the Nezer one, since it is managed
by many forest owners. The stands are smaller (mean area 7 ha,
maximum 40 ha) and displays a larger variability in geometry,
row orientation, and forest structure.
Both sites are highly representative of the whole maritime pine
forest diversity in terms of forest structure, understory species
composition, silvicultural and management practices.

Table 1
Variation range of forest variables (Nezer: 12 sampled stands, Tagon: 111 sampled
stands). Mean values per stand are given.
Ht(m)

Nah(tree/ha)

Sp(m)

Dbh(m)

Age(year)

Nezer site
Min
2.95
Max
7.81

Cd(m)

9.3
24.7

189
1253

3.04
7.81

0.15
0.46

13
51

Tagon site
Min
0.77
Max
10.69

1.7
26.2

150
6729

1.31
8.77

0.02
0.56

4
68

2.2. Field data

2.3. Remote sensing data

For both sites, four forest structure variables were measured on
ﬁeld: diameter at breast height of trunk (Dbh), height of the tree
top (Ht), crown diameter (Cd) and stand density (NahÞ. Sp is a tree
spacing index that was calculated from Nah using a non linear
function (cf. Eq. (1)) assuming each tree is located on the apex of
an equilateral triangle. The ﬁeld measurement campaigns have
been driven by GIS using aerial photographs and the forest management data which were available. Thus several forest structure
classes have been designed considering tree spatial organization
and dimensions, in order to sample uniformly the whole range of
forest variables variation. No measurements were performed on
the very young stands (<4 year), where the tree cover fraction is
very low and the undergrowth vegetation is often taller than the
pine trees.

VHR satellite images from two different sensors (Quickbird and
Pléiades) were used. These images have a similar spatial resolution
in similar spectral bands: 0.5–0.6 m in panchromatic (Pan), and
2–2.5 m in multispectral mode (MS). On Nezer site, one Quickbird image was processed and analysed. It was acquired on the
6th of October 2003. On Tagon site, two Pléiades images were
acquired respectively on the 26th of June 2012 and the 8th of
August 2012. All the images were geo-referenced and ortho-rectiﬁed. Their characteristics are given in Table 2.
This image set gives some repeated observations in different conditions of phenological stage of vegetation (summer/autumn), solar
elevation (low/high) and angles of view (oblique/very oblique). The
differences are higher between Nezer and Tagon datasets. For the
Quickbird image acquired on Nezer in autumn, the understory vegetation was senescent with a low green leaf area whatever its species composition. Its contribution to the image reﬂectance spatial
variation and consequently to image texture was probably low. On
the contrary, the Pléiades images were acquired on Tagon in summer season when the green leaf area of the undergrowth vegetation
is maximal. However, its impact on the reﬂectance can strongly vary
in space according to the species (fern, heather, grass such as molinia and other) and their spectral properties.

SpðmÞ ¼

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
20; 000
pﬃﬃﬃ
3  Nahðtree=haÞ

ð1Þ

For Nezer site, the measurements were made on 12 stands at
the end of the year 2003. The trees sampled in each stand were
located within a 80 m  80 m square plot representative of the forest structure in the 200 m  200 m area that encloses it.
For Tagon site, the measurements were made on 111 stands
during summer 2012 at the end of the pine tree growth period.
The trees sampled in each stand were included in a 20 m20 m
square plot representative of the forest structure in the
80 m  80 m area that encloses it.
The variation range of the forest variables (mean values per
stand for Cd; Ht; Dbh) are summarized, for each site, in Table 1
and Fig. 2. Fig. 2 highlights the allometric relationships between
variables Cd; Sp and Ht, i.e. their intrinsic correlations to the species
and their correlation related to tree growth, site fertility and past
silvicultural operations.

3. Methods
The global framework of forest variable retrieval methodology
is presented in Fig. 3. Test frames that are composed of image samples (reference stands) are constructed from both panchromatic
and multispectral bands. Texture features with various parameterizations are then calculated on test frames. Median values are kept
per image sample. These test frames are used for feature selection
based on linear regression to keep the best texture features that are
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Fig. 2. Field measured forest variables on both sites: crown diameter (Cd), tree height (Ht) and tree spacing (Sp) as a function of diameter at breast height (Dbh).

Table 2
Image acquisition parameters.
QuickBird
06/10/2003

Pléiades
26/06/2012

Pléiades
08/08/2012

PAN-MS resolution (m)
Encoding (bits)

0.62–2.48
11

0.5–2
8

0.5–2
8

Panchromatic
Blue
Green
Red
Near Infra Red

450–900 nm
450–520 nm
520–600 nm
630–690 nm
760–900 nm

450–900 nm
430–550 nm
500–620 nm
590–710 nm
740–940 nm

450–900 nm
430–550 nm
500–620 nm
590–710 nm
740–940 nm

Sun azimuthal angle
Sun elevation angle
View azimuthal angle
View zenithal angle

157.3°
33.1°
42.5°
20.0°

147.3°
66.2°
179.9°
24.8°

154.3°
59.3°
180.0°
13.5°

Study site

Nezer

Tagon

Tagon

related to each forest variable. Both single and multiple linear
regressions are processed. For multiple linear regression, a new
variable subset selection technique, we called Random PRiF, is proposed. The whole process will be detailed here after.
3.1. Image features
In our approach, two ﬁrst order texture features (mean and variance, called var) and eight second order GLCM texture features

were used (Haralick et al., 1973; Conners et al., 1984). The latter
are considered as particularly relevant for forest applications
(Franklin et al., 2001; Coburn and Roberts, 2004; Kayitakire et al.,
2006; Murray et al., 2010; Wunderle et al., 2007; Ozdemir and
Karnieli, 2011; Castillo et al., 2010; Chehata et al., 2014; Wood
et al., 2012). They are described in Table 3.
All texture measures were calculated from panchromatic (Pan)
and from four multispectral (MS) bands: Blue (B), Green (G), Red
(R), Near Infra Red (NIR), with various combinations of GLCM
parameter values. These parameters are: radius of the moving window r (window size = 2r + 1), displacement d, orientation o and
quantiﬁcation level number nbbin. A limited parameter range
was ﬁxed so as to make a trade-off between computational costs
and effectiveness. The ranges of r and d were deﬁned according
to the spatial resolution and are given in Table 4. The quantiﬁcation
level nbbin was set to 8 as commonly used in remote sensing
literature.
3.2. Test frames
Our texture feature selection process was automatically performed on test frames gathering small image samples of all stands
where the forest variables were measured in ﬁeld. This method
made it easy to explore Haralick’s texture features across a wide
range of parameter values (GLCM parameters). Indeed thousands
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Fig. 3. A Global framework of forest variable retrieval.

Table 3
GLCM texture features description.
Feature

Description

Formula

Energy (energy)

High when the GLCM is locally homogeneous

P

Entropy (entropy)

Measure of the randomness of the intensity distribution

Correlation (corr)

Linear dependency on neighboring pixels values

2
i;j gði; jÞ
P
 i;j gði; jÞlog2 gði; jÞ
P ðilÞðjlÞgði;jÞ

Inverse Difference (invdif)

A measure of homogeneous pixel values across an image, inversely related to Inertia

P

Inertia (inertia)

High values are indicative of high grey level values off the matrix diagonal

Cluster Shade (clushade)

Higher order moment

P

Cluster Prominence (cluspro)

Higher order moment

P

Haralick’s Correlation (harcorr)

Correlation measure

i;j

r2

1
i;j 1þðijÞ2 gði; jÞ
P
2
i;j ði  jÞ gði; jÞ
i;j ðði

3

 lÞ þ ðj  lÞÞ gði; jÞ

ðði  lÞ þ ðj  lÞÞ4 gði; jÞ
Pi;j
2
i;j

ði;jÞgði;jÞlt

r2t

with:
 gði; jÞ a normalized GLCM matrix element.
P
P
 l ¼ i;j i  gði; jÞ ¼ i;j j  gði; jÞ is the pixel values weighted mean.
P
P
2
2
 r ¼ i;j ði  lÞ  gði; jÞ ¼ i;j ðj  lÞ  gði; jÞ(due to matrix symmetry) is the pixel values weighted variance.

Table 4
Values of the spatial GLCM parameters.
Data

Radius
r (pixel)

Displacement
d (pixel)

Orientation
o (degree)

Pan
MS

5–25 step: 5
3–12 step: 3

1–10 step :1
1–4 step:1

0–135° step: 45°
0–135° step: 45°

median value of each tested image feature was calculated and used
as a sample centroid in the next step of selecting the most relevant
features for retrieving the forest variables. The median value was
preferred to the mean value, which is commonly used in remote
sensing for this matter, in order to overcome smoothing effects.
3.3. Automated feature selection using linear regression

of descriptors were calculated given the large number of possible
combinations of parameter values. The proposed feature selection
scheme assesses the capability of diverse multiple features
descriptors to retrieve the forest structure with minimal computational costs. Fig. 4 exhibits the few image samples used to build the
test frames. Each image sample covers a square area centered at a
ﬁeld measurement plot (cf. Section 2.2) with a slightly larger size.
Its width is 200 pixels in Pan and 50 pixels in MS (i.e. 120 m) on
Nezer site. It is 120 pixels in Pan and 30 pixels in MS for Tagon site
(i.e. 60 m).
The maximal and minimal values of radiometry observed on the
whole test frame were used to deﬁne the GLCM quantiﬁcation levels in each spectral band of each image in order to guarantee a
radiometry resolution for forest pixels in concordance with the
used number of levels (nbbin = 8). For each sampled plot, the

The selection of the most relevant texture features for retrieving
each of the ﬁve forest variables is based on statistical modeling of
forest variable as linear function of one or multiple image features.
Modeling is based on linear regression. Single linear regression
assumes that only one texture feature is sufﬁcient to estimate
the considered forest variable and thus exploits only one spectral
band and only one spatial resolution. Multiple linear regression
is applied on both Pan and MS texture features and thus allows
to assess a multi-scale and multi-resolution modeling. Thus better
accuracies are expected but multicollinearity effects have to be
taken into account carefully.
3.3.1. Single variable linear regression
The linear regressions were performed between all forest structure variables and all texture features, derived from Pan and MS
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Fig. 4. Subset of image samples in panchromatic band for both sites illustrating the variability in forest structure of the sampled stands. The samples are sorted by increasing
tree age.

bands with different parameterizations. The determination coefﬁcient R2 was used as criterion to identify the best texture feature
in Pan and in MS datasets for each date and each site. The processing was automated to select the texture feature leading to the
highest R2 with the forest variable. The accuracy of the linear modeling was estimated with the RMSE (root mean square error) calculated by the leave-one-out cross validation technique (named here
LOO RMSE).
3.3.2. Multiple variable linear regression
Multiple linear regression has been applied in literature using
SPOT-5 multispectral information only (initial bands, derived vegetation indexes and GLCM texture bands) (Castillo et al., 2010).
Wunderle et al. (2007) used image texture derived from pansharpened SPOT imagery and stepwise regression analysis to
model a stand structural index. Ozdemir and Karnieli (2011) modeled forest structure parameters as function of WorldView2 spectral texture measures using stepwise multi-linear regressions.
Our approach explores the potential of combining Haralick’s features derived from both Pan and MS bands, thus using jointly different spatial and spectral resolutions. In addition, the underlying
automated processing allows to optimize GLCM’s spatial parameters while exploring various texture feature combinations thus
allowing multi-scale modeling. The multiple regressions have to
be thus performed on thousands of descriptors, many of which
being likely correlated. The main difﬁculty in multiple linear
regression is minimizing the multicollinearity of the feature subset
solutions in order to generate stable models and avoid over-ﬁtting.
This is generally done using the Variance Inﬂation Factor (VIF), a
good multicollinearity detector which is deﬁned as follows for
any variable j used as regressor in multiple regression:

VIF j ¼

1
1  R2j

ð2Þ

where R2j is the determination coefﬁcient obtained by regressing the
jth regressor on the remaining regressors. A variance inﬂation factor
exists for each of the j regressors in a multiple regression model.
The higher VIF j , the higher the collinearity between variable j and
the other variables. In other words, VIF j equals to 1 if there is no correlation between them. VIF values exceeding 4 warrant further
investigation, while VIF values exceeding 10 are signs of serious
multicollinearity requiring correction (Castillo et al., 2010; Haan,
2002; Kutner et al., 2004).
A common prediction criterion involved in multilinear regression is PRESS (Predicted Residual Error Square Sum) statistic
(Allen, 1974) deﬁned as:

PRESS ¼

n
X
2
ðyi  y^i ðiÞÞ

ð3Þ

i¼1

where y^i ðiÞ is the prediction for observation i using the model calculated from the n  1 others.
PRESS is equivalent
to a statistic of Leave-One-Out cross validapﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tion (LOO RMSE = ðPRESS=nÞ).
Various methods for feature subset selection exist using multiple regressions. In previous work (Beguet et al., 2012), the performances of three methods were compared: the classic step-by-step
forward method, a LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator) method, and a forward stepwise approach based on LARS
(Least Angular Regression) (Efron et al., 2004). The latter is a newer
forward stepwise method. Unlike the classic Forward method
which incrementally adds the variable leading to the highest F-statistic, the LARS algorithm adds step-by-step the variable that better
explains the current residuals. LARS stepwise turned out the most
effective subset selection method, with both low PRESS and low VIF
(below the critical value of 4 for each regressor). The main drawbacks of these step-by-step variable selection techniques are (1)
they provide suboptimal solutions due to the underlying incremental optimization scheme and (2) the relative importance of
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the selected variables are highly imbalanced and biased towards
the ﬁrst variable.
To alleviate the weakness of traditional step-by-step variable
selection, we propose a new variable subset selection scheme, that
we called ‘‘Random PRiF’’. Unlike LARS stepwise which is an incremental method (keeping the ﬁrst best feature and adding some
complementary ones) and hence suboptimal, our method is global
and based on a simple yet statistically robust optimization scheme:
random sampling (with replacement) in feature space. The main
idea is to assess, through an iterative process, a large number of
possible subsets of image features chosen randomly (with replacement) among the whole range of descriptors, by minimizing a new
statistical criterion which appropriately combines both PRESS and
VIF criteria. The aim is to automatically ﬁnd a feature subset with
a strong predictive performance while keeping a low VIF. The criterion we named PRiF is deﬁned as follows:

PRiF ¼ PRESS 

expðVÞ
V2

ð4Þ

where V is the maximum of the m-component VIF vector associated
to the m selected features.
The use of a function of VIF in PRiF that has a hyperbolic behavior favors feature subsets with a good prediction performance
while penalizing those with high values of VIF in order to achieve
both accuracy and stability in resulting models. Our technique provides optimal variable subset solutions whose relative importances
are signiﬁcantly more balanced than their step-by-step solutions
counterpart.
Though inducing signiﬁcantly higher computational costs than
step-by-step approaches, the latter faces much higher risks of falling into local optima, leading to poor models. In Random PRiF, the
higher the number of iterations of the random sampling-based
procedure, the higher the achievable prediction accuracy and the
lower the risk of a suboptimal solution. A comparative analysis is
conducted in the following section between Random PRiF and
two well-established methods: PCA (Principal Component Analysis) dimensionality reduction method and LARS stepwise. PCA
has been chosen as a reference method without multicollinearity,
i.e. VIF = 1 between the principal components used as regressors.
LARS stepwise, a recent state-of-the-art variable subset selection
method, is considered for performance comparison because it led
to the best results in a previous comparative analysis (Beguet
et al., 2012).

For Nezer site (Table 5), all considered forest variables were
well retrieved by image texture features (R2 varies from 0.89 to
0.98). The performances are mostly similar for Pan and MS on this
reduced set of stands (n = 12). The texture features calculated on
the Green band appeared to be the most effective MS ones. Second
order texture features were clearly the most descriptive of the forest structure. In this case, inertia was the most frequently selected
texture feature, for both resolutions and with various parameterizations. It is interesting to notice that for Pan features, window
radius parameter varied from 5 to 25 pixels depending on the
retrieved forest variable. This conﬁrms that no a priori presumption could be made on GLCM parameters, thus justifying a wideranging and automatic search of their optimal values for the forest
variable retrieval task.
For Tagon site (Table 5), the single regressions were processed
for both dates: June and August. However due to paper length
restriction, only June results are presented. The quality of predictions is lower than the one observed for Nezer. R2 varies from
0.32 (Nah) to 0.73 (Sp) in June and from 0.34 (Nah) to 0.78
(Sp) in August and LOO RMSE is always higher. Similarly to
Nezer site, the Green band provides the best single MS-based
models. For both dates over Tagon, MS features appeared to be
more relevant for forest structure estimation than PAN ones.
Besides, the variance, a ﬁrst order feature, gives some best
results. Many factors such as acquisition conditions, sun position,
phenology stage and spectral properties of the understory may
inﬂuence this result. For instance, since Tagon site is characterized by a high variety of tree row orientations, the variance,
which is insensitive to image texture anisotropy, could appear
more robust to orientation variations than second order features.
Similar values for R2 and RMSE were achieved on June and
August images, though slightly better for the August image, but
with different best performing image features. Indeed, the image
texture of the same stands varies probably between both dates
due to small differences in phenology, sun and view angles. For
instance, the spatial heterogeneity of the understory reﬂectance
was probably slightly smaller in August due to the phenological
stage (the leaf growth ended in August for all species unlike in
June), the solar position induced slightly larger shadows on
ground in August, also a better visibility of the tree dimensions

Table 5
The best performing single MS and Pan image features for retrieving each forest
variable. Nezer site, October image. Tagon site, June image.

4. Results and discussion

Forest
var.

The image features calculation was processed with the OrfeoToolBox library (OTB) http://www.orfeo-toolbox.org/otb/, the statistical analysis was carried out on R software. The whole
processing chain was managed using Python programming
language.

NEZER
Cd
Sp
Ht
Nah

4.1. Single feature solutions
The single regressions were processed separately on Pan and
MS datasets for both sites. Due to the diversity of the tested parameter values, 1730 and 2368 texture feature descriptors were tested
for Pan and MS respectively. For each forest variable, numerous
signiﬁcant linear relationships with image features were found
(considering a p-value <0.01 for R2 ). Features with the highest R2
are presented in Table 5 for Pan and MS datasets on Nezer and
Tagon sites respectively. For each forest variable, the best PAN
and MS features are presented with the corresponding parameterization and spectral band.

Dbh
TAGON
Cd
Sp
Ht
Nah
Dbh

Band

Feature

r

d

o

R2

p Value

LOO
RMSE

B
Pan
G
Pan
G
Pan
B
Pan
G
Pan

cluspro
inertia
inertia
inertia
inertia
inertia
corr
inertia
inertia
inertia

3
10
3
5
6
25
3
5
12
10

1
5
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
5

0
45
0
45
0
45
45
135
45
45

0.970
0.979
0.961
0.944
0.946
0.905
0.891
0.909
0.938
0.927

<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06

0.30
0.25
0.37
0.40
1.5
1.6
140
37
0.029
0.029

G
Pan
G
Pan
NIR
Pan
NIR
Pan
G
Pan

var
corr
var
var
invdif
corr
corr
corr
var
corr

6
10
3
25
12
15
12
10
6
10

2

45

3
3
1
2

135
45
135
45

2

45

0.650
0.505
0.737
0.572
0.635
0.550
0.445
0.321
0.650
0.533

<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06
<10e06

1.397
1.659
0.979
1.242
4.450
4.993
682.112
716.776
0.086
0.099
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Fig. 5. Field measured forest variables vs. image derived estimates from best single variable models. Left: Nezer site, October image. Right: Tagon site, August image. Bars
correspond to 1 standard deviation.

was probably obtained with a lower view zenith angle in August.
In spite of these small differences, the image texture was very
informative on the forest structure for both dates. The

performances of the best image feature subsets are relatively
good and similar for both dates, thus seeming to be rather robust
to image acquisition conditions.
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For both sites and dates, the best prediction performances were
obtained for tree spacing (Sp), crown diameter (Cd) and tree height
(Ht) which are the forest variables that directly impact the image
texture. However the trunk diameter Dbh, which has no direct effect
on texture, also showed high R2 values close to those obtained for Cd.
This comes from the strong linear allometric relationships between
both forest variables (see Fig. 2) already demonstrated for maritime
pine (e.g. Porté et al. (2000)). The tree density Nah showed the lowest linear correlations with texture features unlike Sp which is calculated as a non-linear transform of Nah (cf Eq. (1)).
Fig. 5 compares the values measured on ﬁeld and their estimates predicted from the best single variable regression model
for Cd; Sp and Ht. No outliers are noticeable on residuals. The presumption of linear relationships for the three forest variables are
clearly conﬁrmed for the Nezer site, but the small number of observations does not allow a reliable interpretation of the results. The
Tagon site is more informative since it provides a higher structure
variability of maritime pine forest stands.
First, the variance (see standard deviations in Fig. 5) of ﬁeld
measured variables has to be considered when interpreting the
quality of predictions. A heteroscedastic behavior is observed,
more pronounced for crown diameter Cd than for tree height Ht.
This highlights the fact that the older the stand, the higher the
intra-stand variance of Cd. Indeed, with an increasing age and spacing between trees, the tree spatial distribution becomes more heterogeneous, thus inducing local variations in crown growth (due to
tree competition) and thus in Cd. This also points out the uncertainty on Cd ﬁeld measures. The higher the trees, the more difﬁcult
to measure the crown diameter.
Secondly, the relationships between measured and predicted
values are not clearly linear except for Sp (Fig. 5(d)). The predicted
values for Cd and Ht were overestimated for the youngest stands
(Fig. 5(b) and (f)). For instance, for ﬁeld measured Ht<5 m, the predicted values varies from 5 to 10 m. Moreover, for the three forest
variables, the residual variance is proportional to ﬁeld measured
variable values. Thus using a single regression model is not really
suitable for estimating a forest structure variables.
Finally these preliminary results showed the potential of an
automated selection of the most informative texture descriptors
(i.e. the best Haralick feature parameterization) to estimate forest
structure variables.
4.2. Multiple feature solutions
For Nezer site, the number of texture features per regression
was ﬁxed to 3 using Mallow’s Cp curve (Beguet et al., 2012). It
was set to 5 for Tagon, as a trade-off between parsimony and complementarity of information by various texture features. The maximal iteration number used to obtain the best solution was set
experimentally to 1 million for both sites.
4.2.1. Performance analysis of feature selection methods
The three competing feature selection methods (PCA dimensionality reduction, LARS stepwise and Random PRiF) were compared, on both sites, for all forest variables (5) and using three
image datasets per date: Pan alone (texture calculated on Panchromatic band), MS alone (texture calculated on multispectral bands),
and MS-Pan which is composed of all features from both resolutions (hereinafter called multi-scale MS-Pan dataset). Hence, 30
different experiments (2 sites  3 image dataset types  5 forest
variables) comparing the three methods were repeated. For Tagon,
only August image data was tested. Table 6 illustrate some of the
results by showing the performances (R2 , PRESS, VIF, LOO RMSE)
of the best performing feature subsets obtained from each of the
three methods on the MS-Pan dataset of Nezer site and on the
Pan dataset of Tagon site.

A voting procedure was applied on the 30 experiments to identify which feature selection method was the most relevant to predict forest variables using as criterion the smallest LOO RMSE. Our
Random PRiF feature selection method got the best overall prediction performance in almost 77% of cases, followed by the LARS
stepwise. The PCA reduction is the worst method in all cases (cf.
Table 6). These results conﬁrm the relevance and the effectiveness
of the introduced PRiF criterion within a random global search context. In addition, the collinearity, which is a critical issue in multilinear regression, was low with maximum VIF values lower than
the established critical threshold of 4 (Castillo et al., 2010) for all
best solutions of both LARS stepwise and Random PRiF (cf. Table 6).
As for PCA, which builds a new feature space composed of uncorrelated variables (of decreasing importance) and hence ensures
by deﬁnition no collinearity, VIF is not a relevant criterion
(VIF = 1 for all variables of a given subset). The results show that
our Random PRiF method has a good behavior in terms of model
stability and reliability, exhibiting maximal VIF values lower than
4 in all cases. LARS stepwise generally outperforms Random PRiF
with respect to VIF criteria while it is the opposite with respect
to prediction quality criteria (PRESS and LOO RMSE). But, this is
the very essence of our novel variable selection criterion which
was built so as to increase prediction accuracy while keeping collinearity reasonably low. We deliberately favors PRESS over VIF criterion because the former has a priori more impact on multi-linear
overall model performances than the latter. PCA obviously provides the lowest possible VIF values but this never allowed this
well-known method to outperform the two other assessed methods in all the 30 forest variable retrieval carried out experiments.
Besides, our Random PRiF method provided more balanced texture feature subsets than LARS stepwise with regard to the ‘‘variable importance’’ statistics. Variable importance is deﬁned as the
contribution of each regressor in the obtained model ; it was estimated through LMG statistic (Gromping, 2006). This is another
appealing feature of our method that was also designed to alleviate
some weaknesses of traditional step-by-step variable subset selection methods such as LARS stepwise (Efron et al., 2004) which provide suboptimal and highly imbalanced (large bias towards the
ﬁrst selected feature) solutions. Our variable subset selection
methods relies on a simple and statistically robust optimization
scheme: random sampling in feature space.
Table 7 outlines the importance of each texture feature in the
selected subsets by both LARS stepwise and RandomPRiF methods
for Nezer site. Random PRiF method led to signiﬁcantly lower maximal importance values than LARS stepwise which exhibits a very
large bias towards the ﬁrst feature. For instance, for Ht variable,
Random PRiF provides a balanced subset where the three texture
features are roughly of same importance while LARS stepwise leads
to a completely unbalanced feature subset. Indeed, the latter
method is based on an incremental optimization scheme which
is not the optimal way to combine features in a multiple regression
framework. Though leading to suboptimal solutions, this step-bystep method has an advantage over our method : its lower computational complexity. This balanced behavior of Random PRiF
method was clearly observed on Nezer site as well as on Tagon site
though less dramatically. Thus the random global optimization
approach used in Random PRiF helps to optimize the complementarity between features. It also leads to higher diversity in texture
information capturing the essence of forest structure as opposed to
step-by-step methods which more or less tend to reduce the
potential of multiple-feature models to single-feature ones.
Finally, the results of the different experiments previously mentioned were summarized per forest variable and per site, a sample
of which composed of the best performing pair (dataset/feature
selection method) is presented in Table 8. It can be noticed that,
the multi-scale MS-Pan dataset generally leads to the best models.
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Table 6
Feature selection methods performance comparative analysis : statistics criteria of best feature subset using the MS-Pan dataset. October image on Nezer site (3 features subset),
August image on Tagon site (5 features subset).
Forest var.

Selection method

multiple R2

PRESS

Max(VIF)

LOO RMSE

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.917
0.995
0.996

5.458
0.190
0.168

1.000
1.288
2.421

0.67
0.13
0.12

Sp

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.906
0.994
0.996

6.149
0.535
0.233

1.000
1.025
2.734

0.72
0.21
0.14

Ht

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.903
0.992
0.994

66.034
5.114
2.791

1.000
1.070
2.519

2.3
0.7
0.5

Nah

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.871
0.998
0.997

464568
8154
5582

1.000
1.287
3.404

197
26
22

Dbh

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.892
0.987
0.993

0.029
0.003
0.001

1.000
1.226
1.270

0.049
0.016
0.009

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.534
0.752
0.800

331.114
180.304
129.015

1.000
1.357
2.293

1.73
1.27
1.08

Sp

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.548
0.765
0.808

214.820
116.219
84.263

1.000
2.001
1.860

1.39
1.02
0.87

Ht

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.556
0.837
0.851

2904.690
1144.369
1032.486

1.000
2.052
1.666

5.1
3.2
3.1

Nah

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.225
0.523
0.500

66281517
51588535
46197877

1.000
1.408
1.748

773
682
645

Dbh

PCA
LARS stepwise
Random PRiF

0.541
0.818
0.823

1231.149
475.571
461.019

1.000
3.817
2.132

0.105
0.065
0.064

NEZER
Cd

TAGON
Cd

Table 7
Variable importance in the subsets of 3 features selected by LARS stepwise and
Random PRiF methods, Nezer site, MS-Pan dataset.
Forest var.

Forest var.

Site

Dataset

Feature selection method

LARS stepwise

Random PRiF

Cd

0.921
0.011
0.066

0.752
0.272
0.220

Nezer
Tagon

MS-Pan
Pan

Random PRiF
Random PRiF

Sp

Nezer
Tagon

Pan
MS-Pan

Random PRiF
LARS Stepwise

Sp

0.959
0.035
0.004

0.445
0.442
0.111

Ht

Nezer
Tagon

MS
MS-Pan

Random PRiF
LARS Stepwise

Nah

Ht

0.975
0.018
0.006

0.372
0.326
0.300

Nezer
Tagon

MS-Pan
MS-Pan

Random PRiF
Random PRiF

Dbh

Nezer
Tagon

MS-Pan
MS-Pan

Random PRiF
LARS Stepwise

Cd

Texture variable importance

Table 8
Best multiple-variable solutions on Nezer and Tagon (August) sites with respect to
both feature selection method and dataset type.

This highlights the potential of combining both spatial and spectral
resolutions. Regarding the performances of feature selection methods over 30 experiments, Random PRiF appears as the best alternative. As a result from these ﬁndings, the following sections focus
only on the solutions provided by Random PRiF feature selection
method using MS-Pan datasets.
4.2.2. Contribution of multi-scale texture features
The best performing texture feature subsets obtained from MSPan dataset using random PRiF selection method are presented in
Table 9 for Nezer and Tagon (only August image) sites, respectively. For both sites, the selected subsets combined in most cases
both Pan and MS features with various parameterizations in

window size (r), displacement length (d) and orientation (o). It
can be noticed that the multi-linear regression combines various
second order texture features with different parameterizations
and thus overcomes the anisotropy issue (i.e. tree spatial distribution by rows). For instance, the best feature subset to retrieve Nah
on Nezer site combines two resolutions and three different orientations (45°, 90° and 135°).
Another example is the best feature subset to retrieve Cd on
Tagon site which has a higher forest structure variability than
Nezer site. It is composed of two GLCM moments in Pan with the
same window size (15 pixels) and different displacements (1 and
5 pixels) providing multi-scale analysis. In addition, three lower
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Table 9
Multiple solutions combining panchromatic and multispectral data by Random PRiF, Nezer site with October image and Tagon site with August image.
o

multiple R2

VIF

LOO RMSE

1
9
2

0
135
0

0.996

2.421
2.382
1.039

0.12

5
20
6

2
7
4

135
135
0

0.996

2.735
1.998
2.412

0.14

corr
cluspro
inertia

9
6
3

3
2
1

0
0
90

0.994

1.164
2.346
2.519

0.5

NIR
R
Pan

corr
energy
inertia

12
3
15

2
2
2

45
90
135

0.997

1.069
3.404
3.389

22

Pan
R
G

invdif
corr
entropy

10
3
6

4
2
3

45
0
135

0.993

1.270
1.062
1.282

0.009

Pan
Pan
NIR
NIR
NIR

harcorr
cluspro
harcorr
clushade
inertia

15
15
12
3
12

1
5
5
2
3

135
0
0
45
135

0.807

2.261
2.240
2.140
1.009
2.128

1.10

Sp

Pan
B
R
R
G

harcorr
harcorr
cluspro
var
harcorr

20
9
12
6
3

8
2
1

0
0
45

0.819

0.84

1

45

1.127
1.918
2.23
2.303
2.100

Ht

R
Pan
Pan
Pan
Pan

cluspro
entropy
inertia
clushade
inertia

9
25
25
15
25

1
4
1
10
2

0
0
0
135
90

0.831

1.607
1.778
1.256
1.148
1.290

3.1

Nah

NIR
G
G
NIR
NIR

harcorr
clushade
inertia
corr
invdif

9
3
6
3
12

2
1
5
1
5

0
0
0
135
0

0.625

1.562
1.107
2.106
1.225
2.526

586

Dbh

Pan
G
G
B
G

inertia
var
corr
harcorr
harcorr

20
6
12
12
9

2

0

0.808

0.066

1
1
5

135
90
0

1.055
1.192
1.188
2.021
2.070

Forest var.

Band

Feature

r

B
Pan
B

cluspro
corr
corr

3
25
9

Sp

Pan
Pan
G

invdif
clushade
cluspro

Ht

R
R
R

Nah

Dbh

NEZER
Cd

TAGON
Cd

d

resolution texture features, calculated on the NIR band, with different parameterizations, completed the subset.
While single feature solutions (cf. Section 4.1) were essentially
ﬁrst order variance features for Tagon site, which are insensitive
to row direction variability, multiple feature solutions took advantage of the GLCM texture features combining them with different
parameterizations automatically. Moreover, as previously
observed for single solutions, the obtained multiple solutions, for
both dates on Tagon site, are different but their prediction performances (R2 , LOO RMSE) are similar. Thus the proposed automated
selection of best texture features allows to exploit the texture
information related to the considered forest variable regardless
of tree row direction variability and image acquisition conditions.
Fig. 6 gives a comparison between the values measured in ﬁeld
and their estimates predicted from the best multiple variable
regression models for Cd; Sp and Ht. The multiple variable models
clearly reduce the residuals in comparison with single variable
models (cf. Fig. 5) for both sites. The residuals are also distributed
quite randomly around the line 1:1; reﬂecting a nearly constant
residual variance whatever the value of the forest variable unlike
single solutions. As a result, the individual prediction error was
minimized with no noticeable over or underestimation over the
variation range of each forest variable in comparison with the

uncertainties on their values measured in ﬁeld (see the length of
bar indicating standard deviations).
In Table 10, the overall performances of single and multiple
solutions in retrieving forest variables are compared according to
LOO RMSE for both sites based on all available images (one date
for Nezer and two dates for Tagon).
All prediction scores are improved with multiple solutions. On
Nezer site, LOO RMSE was strongly improved for Cd by 52%, for
Ht by 66% and for Sp by 62%. On Tagon site (August), which has a
larger range of variation in forest variables and a larger forest
structure variability between and within sampled stands compared to Nezer site, LOO RMSE was improved by 15.3% for Cd, by
29.5% for Ht and by 6.7% for Sp.
The gain in accuracy is better for Dbh (69%, 28%, 20% for Nezer,
Tagon in June and in August, respectively) than for Cd (52%, 20%,
15%). Even if Cd and Dbh are highly correlated (cf. Fig. 2)) and Cd
impacts directly the image texture unlike Dbh, this could be
explained by a higher relative uncertainty in ﬁeld measurement
of Cd (see standard deviations in Fig. 6(a) and (b)). The gain is high
for Ht (67%, 20%, 30% for Nezer, Tagon in June and in August,
respectively), due probably to the greater complexity of the contribution of this variable to texture which is related to the length and
direction of the crowns and the corresponding shadows as viewed
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Fig. 6. Field measured forest variables vs. image derived estimates from best multiple variable models provided by Random PRiF. Left: Nezer site, October image. Right: Tagon
site, August image. Bars correspond to 1 standard deviation.

by the sensor. The gain is the lowest for Sp in Tagon (6% in June and
7% in August). The single solution accuracy was already high for
Nezer with a limited number of sampled plots (n ¼ 12) and the forest structure is more homogeneous within the sampled stands

with a lower range of variation between them (age > 12 years).
These conditions were optimal to produce a quasi-linear
mono-variable model, which is likely to be unrobust for prediction
over other stands.
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Table 10
Performance comparison of single and multiple solutions obtained on the two sites
from the MS-PAN dataset.
Forest var.

Site

LOO RMSE

Variable range

Single

Multiple

Cd (m)

Nezer
Tagon (June)
Tagon (August)

0.25
1.40
1.30

0.12
1.12
1.10

2.95–7.81
0.77–10.69
0.77–10.69

Sp (m)

Nezer
Tagon (June)
Tagon (August)

0.37
0.98
0.89

0.14
0.92
0.83

3.04–7.81
1.31–8.77
1.31–8.77

Ht (m)

Nezer
Tagon (June)
Tagon (August)

1.5
4.5
4.4

0.5
3.6
3.1

9.3–24.7
1.7–26.2
1.7–26.2

Nah (tree/ha)

Nezer
Tagon (June)
Tagon (August)

37
682
677

22
640
586

189–1253
150–6729
150–6729

Dbh (m)

Nezer
Tagon (June)
Tagon (August)

0.029
0.086
0.081

0.009
0.062
0.065

0.15–0.46
0.02–0.56
0.02–0.56

Fig. 7. Average RMSE distribution as function of the number of samples in training
set. Results for Cd from same test set (n = 40) and with 30 iterations per different
size of the training set. Bar = 1 standard deviation.

Finally, the best LOO RMSE observed for Tagon using multiple
solutions are very satisfactory for Cd and Sp, since they are very
close to the expected accuracy with respect to image resolution:
LOO RMSE 1.1 m for Cd and 0.8 m for Sp, i.e.  twice the
resolution in Pan (0.5 m). Thus, for the youngest stands with tree
size or spacing smaller than 1 m, it would be hard to ﬁnd a model
providing a good accuracy.
These results show that the multiple solutions are suitable to
produce forest variable estimates. The texture feature subset
selected to estimate each forest variable and the accuracy of the
derived predictions were inherent to the studied site and the used
image (sensor, date). A model that was determined from a given
ﬁeld-measured dataset and a given image gave poor estimation
results when applied to another site or another image. This can
be explained by various uncontrolled parameters such as seasonal
variations (i.e. phenology stages, solar elevation range) or the viewing angle during image acquisition, which affects the interactions of

radiation with a given forest canopy as measured by the sensor, and
thus image texture, as previously mentioned.
The differences in performance between the images acquired on
Tagon in June and August were quite small. However, this study
did not consider images acquired on the same site with very
contrasting various conditions (winter to summer, nadir to very
oblique viewing). Further work should be carried out to identify
the best image conditions to ensure a satisfactory prediction
performance, i.e. a texture that is strongly related to the tree
canopy structure.
4.2.3. Assessment of prediction performance
This last section focuses on the validation of our method for
modeling a given forest variable using a multi-variable solution.
This assessment was made on Tagon site where various ﬁeld observations are available (n ¼ 111) and are assumed to be representative of the forest structure variability in maritime pine stands over
the study area.
The ﬁeld samples were split into two independent datasets: a
training set to ﬁnd the best regression model using Random PRiF
method on the MS-Pan image data and a test set to calculate the
accuracy (i.e. RMSE) of the forest variable predicted from this
model. The prediction robustness was assessed by repeating the
modeling step on different training sets of increasing size. Thus
the initial ﬁeld samples were split into two subsets of same distribution (the samples were sorted with respect to their crown diameter and were assigned alternatively either as training or as test
sample). The ﬁrst subset contained 71 samples from which all
training sets were randomly sampled with replacement. The same
sampling was drawn for both dates. The second subset which contained the remaining 40 samples was the only one test set. The
RMSE was computed from the predictions calculated on test set
while increasing the size of the training set from 15 to 55 samples.
The RMSE was averaged over 30 runs.
Fig. 7 illustrates the results obtained on June and August images
for Cd (crown diameter). It shows that the average RMSE decreases
signiﬁcantly while increasing the training set size. Average RMSE
decreases by approximately 40% from 15 observations within the
training set to 45 observations (i.e. from 2.5 m to 1.5 m and from
3.2 m to 1.4 m for June and August images, respectively). Then it
reaches a plateau with a value close to the LOO RMSE previously
calculated (1.1 m for both dates). On the plateau, the maximal
standard deviation is approximately 0.50 m. These results show
the minimum number of samples required to take into account
the variability of the forest structure that is common in the Landes
de Gascogne forest and to ensure a good predicting performance of
main forest variables. For Tagon site, using an equal number of 40
samples in both training and test sets is a good trade-off to guarantee for both dates a model estimating Cd with a maximum error of
2 m. With such a model, it would be possible to identify several
classes of crown diameters ranging from 1 m or less to about
11 m. Nevertheless, further work should be undertaken with more
in-ﬁeld samples in order to reﬁne the estimates of the expected
maximal errors on the different forest variables.
5. Conclusion
This work provided an automated method to retrieve forest
structure variables using texture information extracted from VHR
optical satellite images. An automated feature selection process
based on the use of image test frames of forest samples was investigated. This method allows a fast assessment of thousands of
descriptors, exploring a wide range of parameter values, to optimize spatial texture parameter settings. The best image texture
features are selected inherently leading to multi-scale texture
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descriptors via statistical modeling. Five typical forest structure
variables were successfully modeled. Our forest variable retrieval
undergoes both multi-resolution and multi-scale texture analysis,
combining panchromatic and/or multispectral features with different spatial parameter settings. The multicollinearity problem,
encountered in multi-linear regression, is addressed carefully
using the VIF criterion. We propose a new variable subset selection
scheme, we called Random PRiF, based on a global optimization via
random sampling in feature space. This approach involves a new
statistical criterion we named PRiF, combining both VIF and PRESS
criteria. Comparing our method to two well-established feature
subset selection methods (LARS stepwise and PCA), it turned out
the most convincing, signiﬁcantly improving the quality of estimation of all forest structure variables for both sites. As future work,
other feature subset selection methods such as tree-based regression for instance should be tested.
Exploring texture feature combinations from both panchromatic and multispectral datasets leads to the best prediction performances. This approach could be extended to other
applications involving VHR image texture. The whole protocol we
have introduced can be easily applied to any other forest using
site-speciﬁc test frames. Finally, the use of Pléiades images showed
the great potential of this sensor for forest applications.
Future work should be conducted on various acquisition conditions on the same site (winter to summer, nadir to very oblique
viewing) to identify the best image conditions to ensure a satisfactory prediction performance.
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